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Some labor market slack still exists, but full employment is approaching and wage growth is likely to pick up.
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Key Takeaways

- Monetary policymakers typically raise interest rates in response to the threat that rising wages will generate broad inflationary pressures.
- Several secular factors, including globalization and automation, have generally weighed on prices and wages, particularly of manufactured goods and the wages paid to U.S. goods-producing employees.
- Other cyclical factors tied to the 2008 global financial crisis and the deep U.S. recession have depressed aggregate wage growth this cycle.
- With some slack still left in U.S. labor markets and broader inflation indicators muted, we expect the shift toward U.S. monetary policy normalization to remain gradual.
- The global business cycle is peaking and in the midst of a slow transition toward a less accommodative policy stance, so smaller cyclical tilts and thorough portfolio diversification are warranted.

EXHIBIT 1: The relationship between inflation and unemployment has become less pronounced in recent decades.  
During the 1960s, the Phillips Curve gained renown among economists as a visual representation of the short-term trade-off between tighter labor markets (lower unemployment) and higher inflation. However, the unemployment/inflation relationship has weakened in recent decades. In particular, the current cycle has seen unemployment drop to a relatively low 4.3% rate while inflationary pressures have remained generally muted (Exhibit 1).

### Why wage inflation is still so low: secular and cyclical factors

Perhaps the biggest mystery for the current business cycle is why seemingly tighter labor markets have yet to spur a greater rise in employee wages. We posit that the causes represent a variety of factors, some of which are long-term (secular) trends, others that are more cyclical (medium-term):

- **Secular – disinflation in the production of goods**
  - During the past three decades, the combination of globalization and automation (due to technological advances) has generally weighed on prices and wages, particularly of manufactured goods and the wages paid to U.S. goods-producing employees.
  - Technological changes imply fewer workers are needed to expand the production of goods, while competition from lower-wage countries has further limited wage gains for U.S. manufacturing workers.
  - Because goods-producing workers on average have a higher level of income than employees in service industries, aggregate wage growth in the U.S. has been further depressed as the share of goods producers has dwindled in the overall labor market (Exhibit 2, left).

- **Cyclical – digging out of an extreme hole**
  - The 2008 global financial crisis and deep U.S. recession wrought particularly extreme devastation on labor markets generally and goods-producing sectors in particular.
  - The U.S. economy shed nearly nine million jobs and the unemployment rate rose to above 10%,
with goods-producing sectors (manufacturing, construction, mining) dropping 20% of their workers.

• While service-sector employment recovered to pre-recession levels by 2012, the number of jobs in goods-producing sectors is still 10% lower than it was in December 2007. This has further accelerated the long-term mix shift of lower-paid service jobs accounting for a larger share of the overall job market, depressing aggregate wage growth (Exhibit 2, right).

• Moreover, the extreme slack in the labor markets caused by the recession has been even higher than the typical unemployment rate number would suggest. For example, falling participation rates in part represent working-age people who are under-employed or have dropped out of the labor market for other reasons.

Our view: Despite headwinds, full employment is close and wages should rise

No matter the causes of weak wage growth, the question remains whether U.S. labor markets are tightening enough that we should expect wage growth to continue to tick upward. Our view is that some labor-market slack does still exist, but we are approaching full employment levels and wages should rise.

There are different ways to estimate labor-market slack. While the 4.3% unemployment rate is lower than pre-recession levels, the employment-to-population ratio remains well below. This implies that the labor-force participation rate—how many working-age people are actively engaged in the labor force—has dropped from about 66% in 2007 to about 63% today. We estimate that the bulk of the decline in the participation rate in recent years is part of a secular trend, reflecting aging demographics. Participation rates for adults nearing and in retirement age brackets are lower than for younger workers, so as the labor force ages, participation rates naturally decline as a result.

If we separate out the secular trend and focus only on the impact of the current cycle, the cyclical slack left in the labor market is due almost entirely to below-trend participation. However, our estimate of cyclical slack is only about one-half of one percent, implying we are nearing full employment. Moreover, if we plot the cyclical slack relative to wage growth, we can see that during the past several years the reduction in cyclical slack has resulted in higher wage growth, even if the growth rate remains subdued relative to the prior cycle (Exhibit 3).

Another way to think about extra slack in the labor markets is to use the U6 measure of unemployment that captures both discouraged workers who have dropped out of the labor force as well as part-time workers who would rather have full-time jobs. The U6 unemployment measure

EXHIBIT 3: Wage growth has risen as labor slack has declined, but less than during prior cycles.

Wage Inflation Phillips Curve (January 2000 – June 2017)
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has also dropped dramatically during the past several years, and if we subtract out the explicit (U3) unemployment rate, the extra slack represented by this number is now not far above prior cycles, also implying that some slack remains but we are nearing full employment.

Outlook for wage growth:

- The secular trend of rising globalization is ebbing, but technological gains and other curbs on secular inflation are unlikely to disappear overnight, so a huge burst of wage inflation is not expected.
- However, on a cyclical basis, wages have slowly risen as slack has dissipated, and full employment is approaching.

- We expect wage growth to pick up, although the peak rates for this cycle are likely to be low relative to history.

Business cycle: U.S. cycle maturing as global expansion continues

United States: The tightening U.S. labor market and gradually rising wages are signs of U.S. business-cycle maturity. As is typical several years into an expansion, higher wages have begun to erode corporate profit margins and spur the Federal Reserve to tighten monetary policy. The trends for profits and credit have yet to show signs of significant deterioration that typically occur during the late-cycle phase, in part because wage and broader inflation pressures have

EXHIBIT 4: The world's largest economies are in expansion, though at various phases of the business cycle.

Business Cycle Framework

- Early: Activity rebounds (GDP, IP, employment, incomes)
- Mid: Growth peaking
- Late: Growth moderating
- Recession: Falling activity

Note: The diagram above is a hypothetical illustration of the business cycle. There is not always a chronological, linear progression among the phases of the business cycle, and there have been cycles when the economy has skipped a phase or retraced an earlier one. Source: Fidelity Investments (AART), as of Aug 15, 2017.
been relatively muted thus far. The U.S. thus features a mix of mid- and late-cycle dynamics, and the solid global backdrop implies that the full transition to the late-cycle phase continues to be prolonged (Exhibit 4).

**Global:** The global expansion remains relatively steady and synchronized across major economies. Broadly speaking, most developed economies are in more mature (mid-to-late) phases of the business cycle. The eurozone is not as far along as the U.S. in the cycle, and it continues to benefit from improving sentiment and credit conditions. China’s activity has rebounded to multiyear highs, but policy tightening and slowing momentum in industrial activity and housing suggest most of the upside has already occurred. Overall, the global expansion is on firm ground, but peak growth rates have probably already been reached.

**Big question: Is excess supply generating disinflation?**

Even if wages tick up, it remains uncertain to what degree it will translate into broader-based inflation. Massive global stimulus unleashed in recent years—from China’s credit boom to extraordinarily easy monetary policies by developed countries—may have enabled producers to continue to produce at very low profit margins. Low rates encourage or allow misallocations of capital toward low productivity activity, and the overall effect has generated more supply than demand and resulted in excess capacity that has further truncated inflationary pressures (see 2016 Leadership Series article, “Potential Pitfalls of Negative Policy Rates”).

**Asset allocation outlook**

The global financial markets have remained in a sweet spot amid steady growth, low inflation, and heavily accommodative monetary policies. The global recovery over the past 18 months has boosted trade and multinational profits, but the absence of a significant acceleration in inflationary pressures has mitigated any impetus for monetary policymakers to shift aggressively away from their extraordinarily easy policies. The Federal Reserve—the major central bank furthest along a tightening path—is perhaps more focused on wage inflation than any other factor. With some slack still left in U.S. labor markets and broader inflation indicators muted, we expect the shift toward U.S. policy normalization will remain a gradual one.

From an asset allocation standpoint, we believe the world is in the midst of a slow transition toward a less accommodative monetary policy stance. In addition, global activity is likely peaking, the U.S. business cycle continues to mature, asset valuations are generally elevated, and geopolitical risks are rising. Smaller cyclical tilts are therefore warranted, in addition to thorough portfolio diversification that includes international equities and inflation-resistant assets.
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The Business Cycle Framework depicts the general pattern of economic cycles throughout history, though each cycle is different; specific commentary on the current stage is provided in the main body of the text. In general, the typical business cycle demonstrates the following:

- **During the typical early-cycle phase**, the economy bottoms out and picks up steam until it exits recession then begins the recovery as activity accelerates. Inflationary pressures are typically low, monetary policy is accommodative, and the yield curve is steep. Economically sensitive asset classes such as stocks and real estate tend to experience their best performance of the cycle. 
- **During the typical mid-cycle phase**, the economy exits recovery and enters into expansion, characterized by broader and more self-sustaining economic momentum but a more moderate pace of growth. Inflationary pressures typically begin to rise, monetary policy becomes tighter, and the yield curve experiences some flattening. Economically sensitive asset classes tend to continue benefiting from a growing economy, but their relative advantage narrows. 
- **During the typical late-cycle phase**, the economy matures, and inflationary pressures continue to rise, monetary policy becomes tighter, and the yield curve may eventually become flat or inverted. Eventually, the economy contracts and enters recession, with monetary policy shifting from tightening to easing. Less economically sensitive asset categories tend to hold up better, particularly right before and upon entering recession.
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